


Select the one word substitution 

Dwarfed varieties of trees and shrubs in pots

Imbroglio 
Rejuvenate 
Bonsai 
Lair 

Ans :- bonsai 



Select the  indirect form of the given statement 

He  said “ I was planning a long trip to Vietnam 

1) he said that he was planning a long trip to Vietnam 
He said that he was being planning a long trip to Vietnam 
He said that he had planned aa long trip to Vietnam 
He said that he had been planning a long trip to Vietnam

ANS :- D



Find the synonym  :-

UNCOUTH 

1)Philistine 
2)Civilized 
3)Ineffable 
4)Infant 

Ans :- 1



Find the correct substitution :-

Someone in love with himself  

1) Polyglot 
2) Recluse
3) Narcissist 
4) Stoic  

Ans :- 3



Arrange the given options :-

1) At home , they spoke mostly Pashto 
and some farsi .

2) So by the time he reached first grade , 
he could hardly speak English 

3) The writer was born in a refugee camp 
for afghans in Peshawar

4) His family moved to California when he 
was just a year old . 

a)CDAB 
b)DABC 
c) CBAD
d)DCBA

Ans :- a    



FIND THE SYNONYM :-

Commence 

1)Entertain 
2)Begin 
3)Command 
4)Disembark 

Ans:- 2 



Select the meaning of the given idiom :-

Carry the day 

1) Achieve victory 
2) take a leave 
3) Postpone an event or a work 
4) Forget past events 

Ans :- 1



Select the correct idiom :-

Hale and hearty 

1) To appear in a beautiful dress 
2) Strong and healthy 
3) To create an artistic craft 
4) Showing great courage in a difficult situation 

Ans :- 2



Fill in the blank :-

I ___  only one chapter from this book since this 
morning 

1)Have completed 
2)Completing 
3)Was completing 
4)Complete 

Ans :- 1



Select the correct passive voice :-

He was giving a condescending lecture 

1) A condescending lecture was been given by him
2) A condescending lecture  being given by him 
3) A condescending lecture was being  given by him
4) A condescending lecture had being  given by him

Ans :- 3 



Comprehension :-

We live ___(1) a state where thankfully there 
was less pandemic disruption to in – person 
school than many places , but it seems like 
while my eighth – grader ____(2) home 
during the pandemic , she ____(3) forgot how 
to be in school . She spent last year telling 
increasingly pushy and attention – seeking 
stories about things that ____(4) at school 
that weren’t true . “mrs. James yelled at me “  
when in ____(5) , mrs. James gave her a 
talking –to for  running in the halls . 

Option for (1)

a)At
b)In 
c) On 
d)Into 

Ans:- 2



Option  for (2) 

1) Is 
2) Has 
3) Were 
4) Was 

Ans:- 4  

We live ___(1) a state where thankfully 
there was less pandemic disruption to in 
– person school than many places , but it 
seems like while my eighth – grader 
____(2) home during the pandemic , she 
____(3) forgot how to be in school . She 
spent last year telling increasingly pushy 
and attention – seeking stories about 
things that ____(4) at school that 
weren’t true . “mrs. James yelled at me “  
when in ____(5) , mrs. James gave her a 
talking –to for  running in the halls . 



Option for ( 3)

a)Completely 
a) Absolute 
b) Entire 
c) Skilfully

Ans :- a

We live ___(1) a state where thankfully 
there was less pandemic disruption to in 
– person school than many places , but it 
seems like while my eighth – grader 
____(2) home during the pandemic , she 
____(3) forgot how to be in school . She 
spent last year telling increasingly pushy 
and attention – seeking stories about 
things that ____(4) at school that 
weren’t true . “mrs. James yelled at me “  
when in ____(5) , mrs. James gave her a 
talking –to for  running in the halls . 



Option for ( 4) 

a) Happened 
b) Occur 
c) Calm 
d) Adopted 

Ans :- a

We live ___(1) a state where thankfully 
there was less pandemic disruption to in 
– person school than many places , but it 
seems like while my eighth – grader 
____(2) home during the pandemic , she 
____(3) forgot how to be in school . She 
spent last year telling increasingly pushy 
and attention – seeking stories about 
things that ____(4) at school that 
weren’t true . “mrs. James yelled at me “  
when in ____(5) , mrs. James gave her a 
talking –to for  running in the halls . 



Option for ( 5):-

a) Feasible 
b) Actual 
c) Reality 
d) Rival 

Ans :- 3

We live ___(1) a state where thankfully 
there was less pandemic disruption to in 
– person school than many places , but it 
seems like while my eighth – grader 
____(2) home during the pandemic , she 
____(3) forgot how to be in school . She 
spent last year telling increasingly pushy 
and attention – seeking stories about 
things that ____(4) at school that 
weren’t true . “mrs. James yelled at me “  
when in ____(5) , mrs. James gave her a 
talking –to for  running in the halls . 



Select incorrectly spelled word:-

1) Mawkish 
2) Haggard 
3) Dolorous 
4) Ubiqutous

Ans:- 4



Active voice :-

Are the children picked by the auto driver 

1) Does the auto driver pick the  children ?
2) Did  the auto driver pick the  children ? 
3) Does the auto driver picked the  children ?
4) Will  the auto driver pick the  children ? 

Ans:- 1



Select the synonym :-

Abate 

1)Intense 
2)Diminish 
3)harsh 
4)Happy 

Ans:- 2



Select the antonym  :-

Detest 

1) Immense 
2) Clumsy  
3) Waste 
4) Admire  

Ans :- 4



Find the error :-

It is of primary importance / in theatre to learn / to acting 
properly / no error 

Ans :- 3 ( to act properly ) 



Find the error :-

I am not able to read /  the later part of this 
interesting novel / as I have got  a lot on my plate/no 
error  .

Ans :- use’latter ‘



Find the error :-

Nothing is more everlasting/  than the taste of success as 
the fruit / of success  is the sweetest of all / no error  . 

Ans :- remove more from everlasting as  it is absolute 
adjective . 



Find the error 

Walking along the /   road she was knocked / down by an 
auto / no error . 

Ans :- no error . 



Phrase replacement 

If  he succeeded , he would have acquired a monopoly 

1) If he succeeds 
2) No improvement 
3) If he would succeed
4) Had he succeeded  

Ans :- 4



Phrase replacement :-

Yesterday she bought a big car as mine

1)As me 
2)Like mine 
3)No substitution required 
4)As I did

Ans:- 2








